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APRIL 2011 

 
THE MINERAL DISPLAY AT THE 

CANADIAN MUSEUM OF NATURE 
by John Biczok 

Seeing world-class minerals in person is always a 
treat for collectors, especially when many of 
those specimens are from your own country. The 
new mineral gallery at the Canadian Museum of 
Nature (CMN) in Ottawa is home to a number of 
such specimens and was the subject of my 
presentation at the MSM’s March meeting. After 
many years as home to various, somewhat 
disconnected geological exhibits, this 98 year old 
museum underwent 6 years of major 
renovations beginning in 2004 and the last of the 
galleries, including the new mineral gallery, were 
finally reopened in 2010. So how did the new 
home of the national mineral collection turn 
out? Well let’s start with the good points. 

 
Central cluster of mineral display cases. 
 
As you might expect there are some world class 
specimens on exhibit, both from Canada and the 

rest of the world. Some of the specimens are 
from localities that most collectors are 
unfamiliar with, such as the Baffin Island suite 
that takes up much of a shelf on its own. The 
rocks on much of southern Baffin Island are 
much like the marbles in the Grenville geological 
province of southern Ontario and Quebec and 
host similar minerals: graphite, apatite, 
phlogopite and spinel among others. I was 
pleased to see one of the museum’s exceptional 
graphite crystal specimens from Baffin Island on 
display, this one featuring striking, triangular 
crystals. The museum also owns a jaw-dropping 
specimen with large hexagonal crystals standing 
up on matrix and I was disappointed by its 
absence from this display.  
 

 
11 cm plate of Graphite crystals from near 

Kimmirut, Baffin Island. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 
 
April 6th Meeting: The guest speaker at the April 
meeting of the Mineral Society will be Professor 
Rong-Yu Li from Brandon University. The topic of 
his presentation will be Brachiopods from 
Canada and Beyond. Professor Li has conducted 
extensive research on brachiopods in northern 
Canada and China and has promised to bring 
some specimens along with him. Members are 
encouraged to bring along any of their own 
specimens to the meeting.  

 
 
Mining Week at the Forks, May 26 to 28th: The 
Society will once again be participating in 
“Mining Week at the Forks”, an outreach 
program sponsored by the Manitoba 
Department of Innovation, Mines and Energy. 
This is one of the Society’s main outreach 
activities during the year and a chance to 
introduce members of the public to our hobby 
and our club, and recruit a few new members 
while doing it. Please volunteer to lend a hand 
staffing the “glue-card” tables or the black light 
display when our organisers come calling.  

  THE MINERAL SOCIETY OF MANITOBA 
C/o The Manitoba Museum  
190 Rupert Avenue  
Winnipeg, MB, R3B 0N2  
 
http://www.umanitoba.ca/geoscience/
mineralsociety/index.htm 
 
The 2010-2011 Executive: 
 
President 
   John Biczok,  ph. 889-7976 
Vice President 
   Jasmin Dhaliwal 
Secretary:   
   Marion Foster,  ph. 775-0625 
Membership / Treasurer: 
   Jack Bauer,  ph. 632-6934 
Field Trip Chairman 
   Ken Fumerton,  ph. 222-3416 
Newsletter Editor 
   John Biczok,  ph. 889-7976 
Members at Large 
   Wendy Anthony 
   Scott Jonatanson 

 
The Mineral Vein is published monthly from 
September to June. 
 
Meetings are held on the first Wednesday 
of each month from September to May 
inclusive at the Manitoba Museum in room 
P47 on the Planetarium level.  They begin at 
7:30 PM and feature announcements, an 
invited speaker and a raffle.  Members are 
encouraged to bring along any new, 
interesting specimens or specimens 
appropriate to the speaker’s topic.   
 
Field Trips take place from May to 
September to interesting sites in Manitoba 
plus neighbouring provinces and states. 

 
Membership: A single membership is $15 
while a family membership is $20. 
Memberships run from October to October 
and the annual dues are payable each 
October. 

 

 

http://www.umanitoba.ca/geoscience/mineralsociety/index.htm
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Canadian Museum of Nature (cont. from P.1) 
 
West of Baffin Island is Little Cornwallis Island, 
home to the Polaris mine which was the world’s 
most northerly mine for a time and produced 21 
million tonnes of lead and zinc from 1981 to 
2002, along with Canada’s finest galena crystals. 
The museum has two terrific pieces on display, 
including the one below which is about 20 cm 
across and surely one of the best from this site. 

 
 
Perhaps the best known mineral locality in 
Canada is Mt. St. Hilaire in southern Quebec, 
famous for its exceptional crystals of what are 
typically rare and usually unremarkable crystals 
at any other locality. The most spectacular of 
these is serandite, the bright orange to salmon 
coloured manganese-rich version of the 
normally drab mineral pectolite. The CMN 
display from Mt. St. Hilaire minerals includes a 
stunning orange serandite specimen 22.5 cm 
long and accented with bright white analcime 
crystals. I believe that this ranks among the top 3 
serandites from this site (and the world!). 

Southern Quebec is also blessed with 
another world class mineral locality, the Jeffrey 
asbestos mine that has produced some of the 
world’s finest grossular garnets and vesuvianite 
crystals. The CMN display has a large suite of 
these minerals on display that shows off the 

variety of colours in each. These specimens, 
while perhaps not the absolute best from this 
site, are certainly spectacular in their own right.  
 

 
 
 

 
Catapleite crystal accented with black aegerine 

crystals, Mt. St. Hilaire, Quebec 

 

 
Vesuvianite crystals from the Jeffrey Mine, 
Quebec, approx 10 cm high 
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Grossular garnets from the Jeffrey Mine, Quebec, 
about 10 cm across. 
 
Northern Quebec has also produced world-class 
specimens of its own. The Henderson No. 2 copper 
mine in Chibougamau is famous among collectors for 
its lustrous, brass coloured cubanite crystals, many 
of them twinned in the form of multi-pointed stars, 
some resembling a maple leaf. Fittingly, the national 
collection includes a large plate studded with more 
than a dozen of these exceptional crystals. 
 

 
A magnificent plate of Cubanite crystals on matrix 
from the Henderson No. 2 Mine, Chibougamau, 
Quebec. Approx. 20cm across. 
 
Manitoba is represented by several pieces in the 
display including two selenite crystal specimens from 
the Red River Floodway at Winnipeg, two enormous 
cordierite crystals from the Stall Lake Mine at Snow 
Lake, and a modest millerite specimen from the 
Thompson nickel mines. However, the “crown jewel” 
of Manitoba specimens and the gold display case, is a 
large piece of very rich gold ore from the San Antonio 
Mine in Bissett. This specimen contains 211 ounces 

of gold and was purchased in 1963 for $7500 at a 
time when gold cost $35 per ounce. With gold now at 
about $1400 per ounce the bullion value of this 
specimen alone is almost $300,000. The specimen 
has an interesting history in that it was too rich in 
gold to be broken up by the mine’s crusher and was 
fortunately “spit out” with just a gouge on its back 
side. 
 

 
Gold from the San Antonio Mine, Bissett, Manitoba. 
24x20x5 cm. 
 

 
Cordierite crystals from the Stall Lake Mine, Snow 
Lake, Manitoba. 26x19x13 cm. 
 
There are also some fine pieces from southern 
Ontario on display including the well known minerals 
from the Grenville marbles (titanite, apatite) 
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including a wonderful goethite-coated cluster of 
calcite crystals from the Madawaska (Faraday) mine 
near Wilberforce (always one of my favourite 
Canadian minerals). 

 
Goethite coated calcite crystals from the Madawaska Mine 

 
The display of course includes a number of world-
class pieces from outside Canada. Visitors are 
greeted near the entranceway by a magnificent 
“Blue-Cap” pink tourmaline from the Tourmaline 
Queen Mine in southern California. Farther long I 
came across a world-class azurite crystal cluster from 
the greatest mineral locality of all, the Tsumeb mine 
in Namibia. The crystals on this 16 cm cluster have a 
brighter, more “electric” blue colour than many 
other Tsumeb pieces and make this one particularly 
attractive.  

 
World-class azurite specimen from Tsumeb, Namibia. 
16x13x9 cm. 

 
The gold and silver shelf features a number of 
excellent small gold pieces from the classic localities 
of Romania, Breckenridge (Colorado), and Morro 
Velho (Brazil) but it was the silver specimens that 
caught my eye. The display includes 2 wire silver 
specimens from the classic locality of Kongsberg, 
Norway, including the exceptional thick wires below, 
and an excellent example of the branching, spinel-
twinned silver typical of the Batopilas mine in 
Mexico.  

 
Native silver wires, Kongsberg, Norway. 10x8x4 cm. 
 

 
A classic specimen of spinel twinned native silver 
from the Batopilas Mine, Mexico. 
 
 
Long time members of the club may remember the 
American mineral collector extraordinaire Mr. Bill 
Pinch who gave us a presentation at our 1993 
mineral show. Bill assembled perhaps the finest 
private mineral collection in the U.S. at the time. His 
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Huge polished slice of rhodochrosite stalactites from 
the Capillitas Mine, Argentina. Approx. 40cm across. 
 
11,000 piece collection featured a large percentage 
of very rare but still attractive specimens. In the early 
‘90s his collection was purchased by the museum for 
$5 million with funds donated by several Canadian 
mining companies. One of the signature pieces of the 
Pinch collection is the crystal clear, bright red 
nambulite crystal seen below. Apparently this is by 
far one of the top 2 specimens of this mineral in the 
world. 

 
One of the top 2 specimens in the world of the rare 
manganese mineral Nambulite, from the Kombat 
Mine, Namibia. Part of the Pinch collection. 
 
So much for the highlights of the display, at least 
from my viewpoint. What could have been done 
better? Well for one thing, the gallery is on the small 
side and the overall lighting in the gallery rather dim 
which makes this space uninviting compared to airy, 
brightly lit museums like the Carnegie in Pittsburgh. 
The display cases have black walls and shelves, 

further darkening the room. The shelves are quite 
thick and sometimes too closely spaced to see the 
samples on the shelf below and I found it difficult to 
photograph the specimens without getting down low 
and turning my camera and flash on their sides. I was 
surprised by which pieces were missing from the 
displays. In addition to the large graphite specimen 
from Baffin Island, the museum’s wonderful blue 
Brazilian topaz crystal and many of the classic British 
and other minerals from the Pinch collection were 
nowhere to be seen. Much like the display at the 
Royal Ontario Museum, the CMN has frustratingly 
minimal labelling on the mineral shelves themselves 
and the labels only mention the mineral name at 
best. For locality information one must go to the 
dreaded computer terminals nearby and scroll 
through a series of screens to find the right 
specimen. These screens are less prone to freezing 
than those at the ROM, however, I still believe that 
this trend of not labelling the specimen on the shelf 
itself is ineffective. Very few people in either gallery 
ever take the time to use these computer touch 
screens. Most visitors casually walk by and might 
admire the colourful, pretty minerals, but without a 
name and location on every piece they seem to have 
little incentive to stop and learn a little more.  
 
In spite of these shortcomings, the mineral gallery at 
the CMN is well worth a visit for any collector and 
Canadians in particular.  
 

MSM Member’s Photos Chosen For 
Museum Billboard 

 

The accolades just keep 
coming for local amateur 
photographer and long-
time MSM member Cindy 
Hasler. Earlier this year 
some of her beautiful 
mineral photographs were selected as “photo of 
the day” by the website Mindat and now some 
of them will be featured on billboards 
advertising exhibits at the North Carolina 
Museum of Natural Sciences. Cindy’s photos 
were selected by the New York advertising 
agency handling this promotion. Congratulations 
Cindy! 
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MINERALS OF MANITOBA ONLINE 
 

The two volume set “Minerals of Manitoba” is 
now available online through the efforts of the 
Manitoba Mines Branch. These 2 publications 
were written by Dr. K.A. Phillips and published 
more than 30 years ago, “Volume 1: Non-
metallic and pegmatitic” in 1978 and “Volume 
11: Metallic Minerals” in 1979. It has become 
increasingly difficult to find copies of these 
important works but they are now available in 
pdf format online at: 
 
Volume 1: 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/stem/mrd/info/libmin/MR

D_ED78-1.pdf 

 

Volume 2: 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/stem/mrd/info/libmin/MR

D_ED78-2.pdf 

 

 
 

Thanks a lot to our northernmost member, Mike 
Beauregard of Arviat, Nunavut, for letting me 
know of this development.  

 
FRENCH FLUORITE A NATIONAL 

TREASURE 
 
For the first time ever in France a mineral 
specimen has been declared a “National 
Treasure” and as such the company which 
purchased the specimen and donated it to the 
Museum of Natural History was eligible for a tax 
deduction. The 5 kg specimen of pink, otcahedral 
fluorites on a smoky quartz crystal was 
discovered at 10,000 feet on Mont Blanc by 
Christophe Peray, a field collector for more than 
40 years. He was offered 500,000 euros for it by 
a Libyan billionaire but turned that down when 
the French oil company Total stepped in and 
paid 250,000 euros with the promise of donating 
it to the national museum. 
 

 
The mineralogical equivalent of the “Mona Lisa”, a 5 
kg fluorite and smoky quartz specimen from Mont 
Blanc, France. Photo courtesy of the MNHN  

 
 
For more information and some photos of other 
fine specimens in the museums mineral gallery 
visit  www.museum-mineral.fr/actualite.php/. 
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